
 
 

Herringbone Maintenance Guide 
 

Caring for your real wood floor surface well both enhance its looks and prolong its life with 
some simple routines your wooden floor will give you years of pleasure. 

Lacquered floors 

Keeping your lacquered real wood floor is very easy, for day to day cleaning the use of a fine 
soft broom or vacuum cleaner with an attachment will keep most loose dirt and grit off the 
surface if necessary clean with a well rung out damp cloth or mop, always wipe off any spilled 
liquids as soon as possible, special cleaners and emulsions are available for more intense 
cleaning of lacquered floors but always follow the instructions and the individual 
manufactures guide lines. Mats placed at the entrance points to your floor will also help 
reduce the amount of dirt, grit and dampness form being bought onto the floor, felt floor 
protectors when attached to chair or table legs or any other easily moved furniture will 
greatly reduce the chance of damage to your floor. In excessive cases of wear Lacquered 
floors can be stripped sanded and re finished. 

We offer a range of flooring cleaners and cleaning kits specially designed for Lacquered 
floors, that will help to protect the surface and for everyday cleaning. 

 

Oiled surfaces 
 

Regular cleaning of your oiled floor will ensure easier maintenance as a whole and increase 
its resistance to wear, for a day to day routine the use of a fine soft broom or vacuum cleaner 
with an attachment will keep most loose dirt and grit off the surface if necessary clean with 
a well rung out damp cloth or mop. 

Mats placed at the entrance points to your floor will also help reduce the amount of dirt, grit 
and dampness form being bought onto the floor, felt floor protectors when attached to chair 
or table legs or any other easily moved furniture will greatly reduce the chance of damage 
to your floor. In excessive cases of wear UV Oiled floors can be stripped sanded and re 
finished. 

We offer a range of flooring cleaners and cleaning kits specially designed for Oiled floors, 
that will help to protect the surface and for everyday cleaning. 

 

Do’s and Don’ts 
 

• Never use a wet mop or large amounts of water during cleaning Never use abrasive 
cleaners or scourers on wood floors 

• Do use drip trays underneath pot plants to protect your wood floor 



• Do use mats in high traffic areas and at the entrances to your wood floor 
• Do use Felt Floor Protectors to Chair and Table legs or all easily moved furniture Do 

remove any spills as soon as they occur 
• Minor damages can be repaired with touch in kits to suit the colour of the floor 


